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Speaking from the Soul –– 
Sibyl English, Founder and Editor in Chief

Welcome, Sister.  I’m overjoyed that the steps of your feminine journey have led 
you to the pages of SIBYL MAGAZINE: For the Spirit and Soul of Woman–– a 
sacred space where the words and stories of each woman is celebrated and 
embraced.  The ar ticles inside this and every issue of SIBYL MAGAZINE are 
written by a beautifully diverse group of women from around the globe––
whose literary gift is to share what they’ve learned from their own personal life-

experiences in hopes of lighting the pathway for someone else. Our goal is to uplift and encourage all who 
enter at the doorway of Love and Light for the sake of wholeness and peace. 

ARE YOU A WOMAN OF LOVE & LIGHT ? ––
As spiritually-awakened women (Light-bearers), we must join together in spirit and in truth to speak our 
highest intentions of love and peace as often as we can.  Creating room for others as we share our most 
intimate secrets of wisdom, let our insights and stories of trial and triumph be the soft place for a woman to 
lay her head and rest.  This is how we serve one another throughout the pages of SIBYL MAGAZINE.  Also, 
this is how we grow and expand ourselves toward wholeness, health and healing in the world.

We implore you to shine the Light!  No longer can we afford to live in denial of the Light we hold within!  
Like never before, we must rise up and accept the greatness of our brightest Light–– the Light that God has 
given to each of us.   We must believe in the power that comes from above–– fully accepting the flow of 
divine abundance the Universe continually pours out upon our lives.   Truly, there is peace for all who seek to 
find and receive it.     

Be well in who you are and all you do until we connect once again inside the pages of SIBYL MAGAZINE: 
For the Spirit and Soul of Woman.  Forever Sisters –– women of Love and Light!   And so it is ... 

Sibyl English, 
Founder of Sibyl Magazine and Sibella Circle International

Just a gentle reminder ––
If you have never been on a Sibella Women’s Retreat, please think about signing up for next year’s gathering.

If you’re interested in becoming a contributing article writer for Sibyl Magazine, we suggest you take 
a look at our editor’s submission guidelines and acceptance dates located on our web site at: 
www.SibellaPublications.com

We mustn’t be afraid of the divine Light God has placed inside 
our hearts and minds.  Dare to remember who and whose you are 

and be that beacon of Light moving forward in the Universe; 
doing good, speaking truth and sharing kindness with others.   

                              ~ Sibyl English

http://www.SibellaPublications.com
http://www.SibellaPublications.com


BREAKING FREE FROM THE PAST
Free Your Body
By Diana Burney RN, BSN, M.Ed

Anger is one of our most familiar emotions and can develop in virtually any situation. It 
is also the easiest emotion for others to see. The normal trigger is frustration of some type or 
a threat to a person's security at work, home or socially.

Anger results when there is a difference between what you want and what you receive. At the 
same time, anger can be the result of an actual injury or just a belief that you may be injured. 

It can range in intensity from light annoyance to rage, depending on the circumstances and the point of view you take 
of them. Whether, and to what extent, you experience anger depends on your ideas, beliefs, perceptions, and attitudes.

Anger is energy. If it  is not expressed properly it can be turned inward and create depression and physical illness. If 
you try to suppress the anger by  denying it, ignoring it, rationalizing it, or analyzing it; the anger will be absorbed by 
your body without a chance of being released.

If you can recognize and channel this energy out of your body, you will feel healthier and stronger. There are several 
ways to accomplish this in a non-destructive manner. Pound a mattress, scream into a pillow, swim, run around the 
block, vigorously clean, climb stairs, punch a pillow, or take a brisk walk. You can work through the physical tensions 
of anger quickly in a manner of minutes.

Once you have succeeded in physically  releasing anger, the emotional release will follow. Then you may decide to 
change the situation that caused the problem.  Also, it may  be useful and appropriate to communicate the anger. If so, 
express your angry feelings honestly  and assertively so that no one is hurt in the process. On the other hand, you may 
simply need to just let the emotion go.

The most difficult part of coping with anger is to recognize that you are actually the one making yourself angry. It is 
the story  you are mentally telling yourself about the situation that created the anger, not the situation itself. No one, but 
you, can make you feel angry.

It is best to avoid dwelling on the events that created the anger and try to 
switch gears to clear and settle your mind. Then focus on what lessons you 
have gleaned from the experience to improve any  future situations. By 
changing your perception, you can actually change yourself.

Anger can be used as a source of power, insight, and constructive change if you 
learn to experience it fully and express it effectively. Your body will be happy 
with the results.

www.SpiritualClearings.com
earthrelease@msn.com

You may purchase a copy of Diana’s book, Spiritual Clearings, by going
to the Sibella Library on our website.  www.SibellaPublications.com

http://www.spiritualclearings.com/
http://www.spiritualclearings.com/
mailto:earthrelease@msn.com
mailto:earthrelease@msn.com
http://www.SibellaPublications.com
http://www.SibellaPublications.com


COLLABORATION: YOUR ULTIMATE GIFT TO THE WORLD
Accountability Achieves Excellence!

By Dr. Stacey A. Maxwell-Krockenberger

An essential technique for achieving your desires is through accountability.  Whether you 
are self-disciplined by making daily, weekly, monthly lists and completing them on time, 
encompassing a detailed mind-mapping diagram on each project, having optimal organization 
skills both personally and professionally, being precisely tuned-in to your Higher-Self for 
inspiration and guidance or by having a like-minded and heart centered accountability partner 
who is outside of your immediate circle to work with on a regular basis.  

Being held accountable for what you are consistently thinking, speaking, feeling and doing is the 
only time you will ever progress in attaining a goal or desire regardless, of its complexity.  It’s so 

easy to give ourselves a pass on why we didn’t complete an item on our today’s list of priorities and call it a genuine 
reason for explanation versus an excuse for not initiating or getting it done.  We don’t enjoy facing our shadows of fear, 
shame, guilt and unworthiness that shows up telling us we aren’t ready because we’re not good enough, smart enough, 
talented enough, pretty enough, tall enough, thin enough, fast enough, young enough, rich enough and anything else to 
cause self-doubt in our abilities of achieving the success to a heartfelt desire.

One of the tools to successfully holding yourself accountable is by working with a Life Coach or accountability partner.  
This is someone whose sole responsibility is to hold you accountable for achieving the desired outcome within a 
specified time by breaking down the end result into a project by categories, tasks, ideas, networking associates and 
action-steps on a daily or weekly basis.  Their objective is to Divinely hold you in your light as a reminder, that you 
already possess within everything you’ll ever need to achieve your needs, desires and soul purpose in life.  When 
something doesn’t get done as planned, their role is to help you with the discovery of your why it didn’t get done by 
identifying the underlying shadow, provide the tools and knowledge to heal, release and conquer the blockage and get 
you back on track to initiating or completing the task at hand.

The Universal Laws Principles state, anytime you 
have two or more people collaborating for a 
specific desired outcome, you’ll enlist the 
Universal Mind for inspiration, ideas, guidance and 
knowledge with the energetic ease, flow and speed 
that could not be achieved any other way.  This 
Divine gift is only given to those who consciously 
choose to connect, collaborate and mastermind 
with others on a specific desire and for the highest-
good of all involved. 

Many people will fall vastly short from what they 
are fully capable of achieving in this lifetime due 
to their beliefs and acceptance with lack, 
limitations and living their shadows as truth in lieu 
of standing in their light of magnificence.  Don’t let 
it be you.  Be accountable by using this simple 
technique and achieve your innate excellence.            

www.PeaceLoveWings.com
info@PeaceLoveWings.com

http://www.PeaceLoveWings.com
http://www.PeaceLoveWings.com
mailto:info@PeaceLoveWings.com
mailto:info@PeaceLoveWings.com


TRANSCENDING HUMAN LIMITATIONS
Belief Systems
By Debra Stevens
 
Our belief system both surrounds us and is the bedrock of our lives. This is what we build 
our relationships on, live our lives by, and yet, we very  rarely  look directly at  it. We may 
occasionally examine one or two of the most obvious beliefs. But we very rarely take a good 
long look at the entire system of beliefs that we are ruled by.
 

Many of our beliefs are hidden in the deep maze of the unconscious. They are based on pain we experienced very early 
on, before we were conscious of forming beliefs. And these beliefs were further solidified by every painful experience 
we had that seemed to reinforce them.  Examining these beliefs means feeling the pain we experienced that formed 
them. That's why it is so important to be prepared to release your pain as it begins to surface, as it surely will. 

Secondly, we don't look at our beliefs because it would mean disrupting our lives. Making a change in one belief will 
often affect other beliefs, and pretty  soon you have a cascading domino effect, with belief after belief falling down. It 
will feel as though the floor is literally  falling out from under you, and you have nothing to hold onto. It's a frightening 
experience that most of us don't want to have. It's much easier to stay within the comfortable bounds of a limiting 
belief system, than to venture forth into the great unknown.

The first thing you must do is look at the decisions you've made in your life.  If we just take the time to look, we can 
see everything we believe about ourselves, our worth, our position in the universe, reflected in our lives. Each belief is 
founded on a feeling - fear, self-loathing, grief, pain, rage... And the pain is covered by a judgment that says something 
is wrong, bad, and not good enough and the judgment becomes a belief that carries into our lives.  

Setting an intention to change a belief is an act of will, and is tied strongly to your soul. It is powered by emotion, in 
other words. It is fueled by the desire to change, by wanting something new, something different.  The intention usually 
starts with a statement that looks forward: “I will change my life.”  The intention becomes an affirmation: “My life is 
in perfect balance, spiritually, physically, emotionally, socially and economically.”

Affirmations make you conscious of your thoughts. To affirm means to say  something positively. It  means to declare 
firmly and assert something to be true. Affirmations will enable you to live in the present moment; they will enable you 
to change your life by changing your thoughts. Only  you can choose new thoughts, positive thoughts; a whole new 
way of thinking.

www.energencia.co.za
debra@energencia.co.za

REGISTER NOW FOR THE NORTH CAROLINA WOMEN’S SPIRITUALITY RETREAT

Register to join us on our next Sibella Women’s Retreat
www.Stepinsidethemagic.com

http://www.energencia.co.za/
http://www.energencia.co.za/
mailto:debra@energencia.co.za
mailto:debra@energencia.co.za
http://www.Stepinsidethemagic.com
http://www.Stepinsidethemagic.com


        3rd Annual

Sibella Women’s Retreat
     INTERNATIONAL GATHERING - 2014
      FACILITATOR & HOST, SIBYL ENGLISH

REGISTER NOW FOR THE NORTH CAROLINA WOMEN’S SPIRITUALITY RETREAT

SINGING • EATING • SHARING • REFLECTING • SWIMMING • SHOPPING • LAUGHING

HOT SPRINGS • MEDITATION • CREATIVE WRITING • YOGA  • BEGINNERS SALSA CLASS

SOLD OUT FOR 2014 

SOLD OUT FOR 2014 

SOLD OUT FOR 2014 

SORRY ... WE’RE SOLD OUT 



CENTER OF BRILLIANCE
TOXIC SHOCK: Restoring Wellbeing
By Deborah Sue Pomeroy

We are living in a time where our society is changing faster than anyone realizes.  Products 
and ideas alike are outdated by the time they hit the public.  Society is bombarded by 
everything all the time.  Our system processes everything to find the best choices: information, 
food, water, air, politics, education, lifestyles, relationships, trauma, stress etc.

Corporations are behind most things.  Their interests are not our own.  Public warfare is not 
their concern.  Making a larger profit is.  A cost analysis decides if production of a product outweighs future lawsuits. 
The decisions based on profits are costing us our wellbeing.  Our body processes these compromised products overload 
and harm our systems. We are on guard making the best decisions searching for who we can trust.  Still there is so much 
that is not disclosed or confused with misinformation.  Many things like are outside our control.

Our human bodies are composed of many systems working together.  For our systems to function well there are some 
basic requirements to keep us nourished and well-balanced.  This includes support and good resources to maintain our 
health.  Things that harms us is called Toxicity. Bottom-line: There is too much for our system to process in order to stay 
well.  Everyone has some Toxicity.

The Toxicity that is not processed is our Toxic Burden, the harmful things that we cannot clear out our system.  When 
the Toxic Burden overwhelms our system, we reach a Toxic Threshold.  If the Toxicity and the Toxic Burden increases 
beyond that point our bodies go into Toxic Shock.  When the body no longer processes the Toxicity, negative effects set 
in causing the more systems to shut down and fail.  The longer the body remains in Toxic Shock more systems become 
burdened by  the increased Toxicity creating disease, syndromes 
and other maladies.  Once the body’s multiple systems are 
overloaded and failing, we become incapacitated. This means 
we are no longer being able to function on a daily basis due to 
a variety of symptoms. 

The current actions in our culture is to diagnose, chemically 
control or remove the dysfunction. This actually  increases our 
Toxic Burden.  We go from crisis to crisis never healing.

What is needed is to peel away the layers Toxicity  realizing all 
the symptoms lead back to the original Toxic Shock. When 
you find the root cause, you can systematically clear out the 
toxicity and restore healing allowing a normal state to return.  

The supported body system can clear out daily Toxicity.  The 
key is listening to the body which communicates warning 
signs and needs specific actions to ensure the body.

 www.centerofbrilliance.com  
centerofbrilliance.blogspot.com  
centerofbrilliance@gmail.com

http://www.centerofbrilliance.com
http://www.centerofbrilliance.com
http://centerofbrilliance.blogspot.com/
http://centerofbrilliance.blogspot.com/
mailto:centerofbrilliance@gmail.com
mailto:centerofbrilliance@gmail.com


Share the hope.  Feel the joy.  Find the peace.
SIBYL Magazine . . .  it’s your bimonthly 
appointment with wholeness & healing

If you enjoy your reading experience with this month’s issue of SIBYL Magazine, 
why not join the over 24,000+ women in readership around the globe who already receive 

their FREE bimonthly online copy.  Find the peace within you’ve been seeking.

Subscribe to SIBYL Magazine today!

www.sibylmagazine.com
hope

joy

peace

www.sibylmagazine.com
www.sibylmagazine.com

Become a Subscriber!

http://www.sibylmagazine.com
http://www.sibylmagazine.com
http://www.sibylmagazine.com
http://www.sibylmagazine.com
http://www.sibylmagazine.com
http://www.sibylmagazine.com


My Spirituality
By Sibyl English © 2006

Personality mixed with sensuality
reflects the essence of my soul
and when I talk to the Father

and He talks back to me
I meditate, then resonate 

within the bounty of His love

Then suddenly, I am filled
with the glory of His holiness;

the fullness of His joy
For He is the Light

and I am one of His children
We are called the

‘Children of the Light’

Shining brightly for all the world 
to see and believe ... in the Father–– 

My Father, Mother, 
Sister, Brother, and everything 

else I need Him to be 

I am, that I am, because He is. 

Freedom, love, peace and joy 
Are forever mine–– 

an inheritance I am sure of

This is ‘My Spirituality’
And so it is ...

WOMEN OF WISDOM

Are you a sibyl?
sib·yl
ˈsibəl/
noun: sibyl; plural noun: 
sibyls

Any of certain women 
deemed to be endowed 
with gift of prophecy.

Literary:
A woman able to foretell 
the future. 

Religious Art:
Michelangelo included 
five sibyls in the infamous 
Sistine Chapel ceiling 
mural in Rome.

Synonyms 
Seer, prophetess, oracle.



CELEBRATING LOVE, INSPIRATION AND POWER
Never Remain A Victim
By Deanna Cloe Jaynes
 
I’m coming to you from an open heart, full of love and scars. I am humbled by  what I’ve 
personally been through in the last eight months. God allowed me two opportunities to learn 
from men that I dated. I went from one extreme to the other, meaning both men were opposite, 
one younger the other older, one unstable the other stable. 

I broke up  with the first  man telling him I cared about him, but  his life had gone downhill in a 
short period of time. He was unstable and he needed to make his life right  before he could even 
consider having a life with anyone else. I couldn’t be the one to fix his life – he had to do that. 
He appreciated what I said and asked me if I’d still be his friend. I was the most positive person 

in his life and he didn’t want to lose that. My friendship meant more to him. I said okay, BUT my intuition was saying 
NO don’t. I ignored it. This happened in August. On October 2, while we both sat  in my  vehicle, he pulled out a deadly 
weapon to rob me of everything I owned including car and my life. I won’t go into detail, but within seconds my  flight to 
survive hit head on. It was either fight or die.

First man is now in prison. I can’t  talk about the second man at this time. Even though these are extremely difficult 
situations to go through, I know that God will use me as a voice for helping others in similar situations and give them 
encouragement/inspiration to stand strong. 

As my healing began, I said out loud - a declaration to the universe, to God, and everyone, including myself…

“I was a victim of a violent crime but I will not remain a victim! I will not allow him to crush my spirit nor keep me in 
this darkness. I will never know why you did this but I must totally  forgive you. I forgive myself for the wounds on the 
inside and out. I forgive myself for feeling so naïve. With God’s love and those around me, I will heal from this and use 
it for good not evil. I am grateful to be alive.”

God allowed me to experience these tragedies for many  reasons. If you have gone through something similar – first  of all 
never remain the victim of anything! Don’t give your power away! Own it – it’s yours and no one else’s.  Find the 
meaning intended for your life - make changes, grow, and give back to others. You are STRONG – stand up and make 
your life AMAZING!
www.dlcloe.com
Ladyde00@gmail.com
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START FEELING BETTER TODAY
Taking A Break
By Sheila Crouch

Since I last wrote, I have been presented with a lesson from the Universe.  

From the beginning of the year I have been busy working and caring for family and was 
beginning to feel I needed a break.  Well do not ask for something you may regret! Having 
made a decision, that I would devote sometime to myself, I decided to go and see a film. So 
off  I went to get the bus. As I turned the corner, I could see the bus at the stop and started to 

walk a little faster and then began to run; next thing I was sprawling and ended up with a broken arm.  So unable to 
move without pain and losing balance at first, I took up residence on the couch, so I could sit  upright and avoid any 
more damage, for six weeks I sat, ate and slept there, applying my skills and natural medicines to my own healing.

So what are the lessons I have learnt, whilst unable to work or care for family and am limited in what I can do for 
myself?  Well, I have learnt to receive and be gracious and grateful, whilst giving others a chance to give back.  I have 
come to respect and value my  partner a lot more, who has been totally  dedicated to my recovery  and care.  The injury 
has made me more empathetic to my clients and their pain and symptoms. I have learnt to surrender and not try to 
control when others' are driving, shopping and doing the chores I would normally do "my way".  I have also learnt to 
appreciate what others have to offer in the way of support, love and company.  Maybe the most important thing is, I 
have learnt to value myself and become more aware and less quick to get everything done for others.  I relish being 
alive and able to function unaided.

I always have been aware the graveyard is full of indispensible people, yet often missed if I did not rise to the 
situation, others would be encouraged to step in.  Also I can be too quick at times, which encourages others to rely  on 
me and lose their independence, instead of forcing them to be more resourceful.  It has also made them reflect on my 
value in their lives.  It has resulted in a more balanced and equal appreciation of each other.

Between pain and inconvenience, I had time to 
walk and enjoy doing things I never had time for; 
catch up on films and books, meditate, talk, and 
think.  Creating space internally  and externally, I 
have reflected on my life and got  a better 
perspective.  From now on I will walk gracefully 
and make more time for me.

Thank you Universe, in all it  has been a wonderful 
break!  

www.sheilacrouch.com
info@sheilacrouch

http://www.sheilacrouch.com
http://www.sheilacrouch.com


EVERYDAY EMPOWERMENT
The Passive Aggressive
By Alice Parker

This is all about love and respect, which you need to feel about yourself first. The 
passive-aggressive person is more than a psychological term, it's a common scenario in 
relationships that get unbalanced over time. Usually, one person has grown/changed as the 
other has not. Obviously, this causes jealousy  in the mildest extent, and hostile expressions 
are not unusual. It's a layered neurosis characterized by sarcasm, hostile jokes, stubbornness, 
resentment, or childish sulking. Procrastination is common, as in deliberate or repeated 

failure to accomplish requested tasks for which one has been asked, or is responsible. Most noticeably, is the pervasive 
negative - argumentative attitudes regarding most anything the spouse/partner says or requests.

The passive-aggressive usually refuses to acknowledge their aggression, and projects it onto the partner, seeing 
themselves as the blameless victim in situations. They may  appear congenial in front  of others, underneath 
manipulation putting relationship problems on the partner. This is emotional abuse that bites away  at trust between 
people, creating immense pain beyond the partner. They won't communicate honestly regarding their anger/resentment 
because it's often jealousy based, so admitting it would show them being petty. They usually  try to get the other partner 
angry, to cause a blow up, so they're the innocent participant denying any wrong-doing. Some relationships go through 
this occasionally, but stagnant long term behavior makes it indelible. 

On the receiving end, you can feel confused, upset, offended, guilty and frustrated. You may  think you’ve done 
something wrong, but have no idea what it  was. These are the wanted results by the negative partner, so you will give 
in to whatever they want changed,  including quitting jobs, giving up friends or stopping activities that  you enjoy on 
your own. If you cannot get the negative partner to communicate what it is, start  throwing topics out there to see what 
gets a reaction. It is confrontation time - talk or terminate the 
relationship  to not continue in a negative atmosphere. Use “I 
statements” how you feel - “I feel upset by  your negative 
behavior/actions toward me lately, what’s going on?” If you 
start of by saying “you …” the other person becomes 
defensive, and plays victim. Don't blame yourself for the 
negative person's behavior, or let their actions negatively 
affect you. Set clear boundaries around yourself – what you 
won’t accept regarding their behavior. 

As you grow more positive and empowered, there will be 
friends, family and partners who cannot handle that change/
growth. They want to stay  where they are, and want you to 
stay there with them. Make a self-preservation stand for what 
works for you to be happy and joyful, even if it's being 
without them. Stay  strong-focused, as You get on with Your 
positive empowered life. Don’t criticize yourself, how you 
could've been so blind or treated this way. Breathe deep, 
replace the negative with positive energy, and let it go. 

www.a-wonderland.com
apinsf@gmail.com 

“No matter what 
happened yesterday 

it is insignificant 
when compared 

to what lies 
within the core 

of your being today.” 

~ Sandy Brewer

http://www.a-wonderland.com/
http://www.a-wonderland.com/
mailto:apinsf@gmail.com
mailto:apinsf@gmail.com
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/941890.Sandy_Brewer
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/941890.Sandy_Brewer


THE COLOR OF WELLNESS
GREEN — Develop Your Emotional Empowerment
By Laurie Buchanan

Color is simply energy—energy made visible. As human beings, color is the only energy we can actually see. It’s the 
reaction of our eyes and brain to different frequencies of light. The colors we wear and surround ourselves with in our 
home and office stimulate the way we think and feel, and the way our body’s organs, glands, and systems function. 

That’s where color therapy—treatment with the appropriate color—comes in. We can use color to stimulate or inhibit 
the functioning of different parts of our body; to restore balance and normal functioning.

Green is associated with the heart chakra. It is responsible for self-acceptance, love, and emotional wellness. Physically 
it oversees the heart, circulatory system, lungs, and bronchial tubes. When healthy, this chakra functions from a place of 
calm and joy; where we judge less and accept more.

Every  color makes a statement. The color of new leaves unfurling as they herald spring, green says “I love.” It  enhances 
compassion, peace, and inner-balance. Science tells us that personality traits are reflected by our preferred color. If 
you’re drawn to green you’re most likely:
• Practical, down to earth, and love nature.
• Kind, generous, understanding, and caring.
• A community-minded person who prefers peace.

The positive properties of a green personality are expressed as warm, sympathetic, soothing, relaxed, fair-minded, and 
consistent. Their deepest need is to belong, to love and be loved, and to feel safe and secure. Good in a crisis, they 
remain calm, taking control of the situation until it’s resolved.

Green foods are a powerful source of antioxidants, 
naturally  occurring lutein, and phytonutrients — extremely 
important in a healthy diet. They’re low in calories, just 
about carb free, and easy on glucose levels. Some of the 
best green foods include: kale, collards, turnip greens, 
swiss chard, spinach, mustard greens, broccoli, cabbage, 
and deep green lettuces.

The negative properties of a green personality are 
described as envious, mean, bitter, inflexible, and jaded. 
When opened, their emotional baggage tends to reveal 
issues with grief, non-forgiveness, and non self-acceptance.

We can diminish the negative properties of green by  using 
less of it and more of the color opposite on the color wheel
—red. We can also use affirmations. Designed to combat 
negative thinking, positive statements can result in 
profound personal changes. For the green personality  they 
might look like this: “I am worthy of love.” “I build 
healthy relationships.” “I function from a place of 
compassion and forgiveness.” “I model inspiration, hope, 
and trust.”

Regardless of your color preference, if you need a boost in 
the areas of emotional wellness and self-acceptance, 
indulge yourself with the color green.

www.HolEssence.com
Laurie@HolEssence.com
TuesdayswithLaurie.com

http://www.HolEssence.com
http://www.HolEssence.com
mailto:Laurie@HolEssence.com
mailto:Laurie@HolEssence.com
http://TuesdayswithLaurie.com
http://TuesdayswithLaurie.com


HerStory Evolves
Becoming Butterfly
By Medea Bavarella Chechik

Having been contemplating my life story and its higher purpose recently, I have realized 
there are two stories alive in me, in my life! The first story is the unfoldment of my life from 
the time I was born till September 11, 2009. The second story emerged from the shattering and 
traumatic occurrence of September 11, 2009 till the present time and onward.
 
The first story  represents the events of my birth: the childhood conditioning I was subjected to 

within the context of my family, culture, and religion; how this conditioning and other circumstances and experiences 
shaped my self-identity and my core belief-system, how these structures created my life experiences, as well as the 
nature of my relationship with myself and with others, that was problematic, limiting and restrictive. 
In the first story, I lived from my ‘ego-mind’, disconnected from my Core Self.
 
The second story  of my  life represents the evolution of my consciousness! In this story, I am consciously learning, 
experiencing and integrating the merging with my Essential-Core Self-the unification of my human self with my  divine 
Self, healing the original split from my soul.
 
What marked the shift from living from who I thought I was, to who I truly am, was a deeply shattering, traumatic 
experience, which occurred on September 11, 2009; the death of my only beloved son. This experience, which I call 
“The Darkest  Night  Of My Soul”, was so devastating that it  was as if it deconstructed my whole sense of self/self-
identity. There was a period of almost 6 months when I felt as if I was floating in empty space-the space in my 
consciousness between what-no-longer-was, and what was gestating to be born-something new, although I had no 
awareness then of what it would be.
 
Looking back at my journey of transformation, which felt more as a transmutation, I realize now, what I went through 
was an energetic alchemical process that changed my whole consciousness and, consequently, my self-identity-the 
process akin to what the caterpillar undergoes to become a butterfly. I have come to realize, this process of 
consciousness transformation, is a process we all have to go through to evolve ourselves from our small caterpillar self, 
into the magnificence and glory  of the True Core Self-the 
butterfly. Not everyone goes through it as a result of a life 
shattering experience, but whatever the circumstances, the 
more consciously aware, energetically  present we are, the 
more we can effectively substantiate our transformative 
process. In so doing, we become co-creators of our own 
destiny. We consciously  align with the energies of the 
universe driving our evolution…our journey  of awakening 
and merging with our Soul!
 
When everything appears to be lost and annihilated, what 
remains is what can never be annihilated, not even by 
death: our pure, innocent Core Self is immortal! My 
journey  has been to discover, awaken, integrate/embody 
and live from my Essential Self…that is like a baby, a 
“divine baby” that is being born as part of the new ‘me’.

www.selftransformation.ca  
www.herstoryevolves.com
medea@selftransformation.ca  
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OPEN TO SILENCE
The Burdened Heart
By Gilda Arruda

The heart is the mother of reason, a sanctuary place where we can find outlets of our 
feelings and the qualities of them. In a brief moment of destructive feelings, we often put 
unreasonable demands on ourselves that are driven by fear or failure, or both. Falsification of 
emotions does nothing but diminish our intuitive sense of knowing. Our heart  is the only 
human channel capable of delivering internal messages.

Binding the heart to the mind is the measureless drive of purpose. It is a magnetic power that  triumphs and where the 
seed of growth lures the thought into maturity  bringing us to a higher realm of being. Both give us the opportunity to 
serve others, both teach us to overcome, to dare, and to change, and both have a natural force of tender emotions that 
prove our problems and our answers. Having both convictions and beliefs, they  recognize that a higher power is at work 
and  it takes practice to speak the language of the heart without the interruption of the mind. It is the heart that feeds the 
image of our thoughts and breathes life into its intentions and becomes the shears of our fate, balancing the relationship 
between the heart and mind. In this, is the meaning to be free and faithful enough to know how to modify  the format of 
what matters to us the most.

It is the heart that waits and stalks our nightmares, it is a continued presence that never ceases to speak to us. It prompts 
acts of generosity, it is insistent, it laughs and cries, it praises and silences, it hopes and heals, it prays, but most 
important the heart  is a faithful trustworthy friend and keeper of all of our secrets. When life sweeps in distractions that 
separate us from our own reality we seek out our interior treasure chest, the heart, our life source and force, the carrier 
of emotions it is the symbol of love, the teacher of life, death, and of rebirth. For the goodness of eternal gain the heart 
influences, motivates and rejuvenates. The heart understands and reaches deep into those hidden chambers, the pumping 
station that commands the soul to bow to spirit. 

We are the keepers of the heart that controls the 
power of our worth. We are the ones who create our 
own destiny  by our own actions, and when bad things 
happen in our lives, what the mind reminds, the heart 
amends. The heart is the sphere of emotions and when 
we struggle with the inconsistencies of the mind, with 
a deepened awareness, in the silence between heart 
beats, it is those small strange stirrings that will 
protect us through the responses of A Burdened Heart.

www.Gildaarruda.com
gildaarruda03@aol.com
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ANCIENT SECRETS OF THE GODDESSES
Awakening & Revelation with the Goddess Luna
By Velva Dawn Silver-Hughes

Are you living the life you truly want to have or are you waiting until someday? Someday 
when you have more money? Someday when you have more time?

I want you to close your eyes and slowly begin listening to your breath, connecting to your 
physical body, even deeper into your heart space. Do you feel that  you need some tools to help 
you feel that place of expansion in all areas of your life?

SIGE IS THE GNOSTIC GODDESS OF SILENCE from which all creation originates ––
She is the goddess that reminds us that  we need to take some quiet time each day to connect with our true self. Our 
wisdom is created from being quiet and meditating.  Sige is the goddess who will help you quiet your mind and go 
deep within.

When you take that time each morning and each night you can invoke the goddess Sige asking her to assist you in 
reviewing your life and becoming conscious of any areas in your life that need to change for you to align your physical, 
spiritual, mental and emotional bodies.  Over time you will begin to see areas of your life that you may be living out of 
obligation, or that you need to forgive someone, or maybe you are holding onto anger within your body, and perhaps 
you have been living unconsciously as you haven’t wanted to feel the pain that you have in the past.

There is no better time than the present for you to slow down, breath deeply, move into the heart space and connect to 
the goddess of silence Sige.  What have you got to lose?  Nothing, but you might be surprised by what comes to the 
surface when you create from the space of the heart chakra.

Crystal Healing
You may wish to place the purple sugilite crystal above your head on 
the top  of your crown chakra. This crystal will stimulate your crown 
chakra, encouraging vivid dreams, stimulating psychic and mental 
abilities, and helping you remember your true divine purpose. You 
may wish to use this crystal to enhance your daydreams and night 
dreams and then journal your dreams so that you may reveal insights 
about yourself in these dreams. The sugilite will allow you to trust in 
your divine path and gain full clarity on your heart’s dreams.

Affirmation
“Blessings to you all. May you each receive the healings and wisdom 
that you need. May you learn to trust and enjoy the wisdom of the 
goddesses. May you take the quality  time to use self-reflection as a 
mirror to show you the growth that you have made in your life.” 

www.velvadawn.com
velvadawn@velvadawn.com
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PEACEFUL VIBRATIONS
The Energy of Writing
By Deborah Lloyd

A favorite childhood memory of mine is visiting my grandmother’s home, sifting through 
her desk drawer of special letters. One longtime friend wrote lengthy, beautifully  crafted letters. 
I loved reading about her adventures, two whole states away. My grandmother (and I) treasured 
those letters.

Back then, letter-writing was the most accessible means of staying connected with friends and relatives, when long 
distance phone calls were expensive. The art of letter-writing has all but disappeared, as emails, free phone calls and 
skype dominate. Staying connected to friends and family has never been easier.

Not only is letter-writing a disappearing art, but other handwritten papers and documents are also vanishing from our 
culture. What are the possible effects of this loss?

Taking pen to paper to relay  thoughts has a different energy than the typed word. Handwriting takes time and effort and 
is a clearer expression of the writer’s personality. The curves and lines, slants, and sharpness or softness, of letters and 
words have unique energies. The writer’s personality is expressed through her individualized penmanship. Even now, 
when I read a brief handwritten note on the bottom of a greeting card, I feel the sender’s voice and personality, unlike 
an email message.

Journaling is another art of written expression. When a person writes a journal entry, thoughts move into a new stage. In 
a person’s mind, thoughts may remain imaginary or disconnected. But, when these thoughts are written down, they 
become grounded into a new reality of material existence. The written word can be revisited, studied and reconsidered 
from time to time; it can be changed and tweaked; or, it can simply be discarded.

Writing in this manner is accessible to all of us. It can become a path of personal growth and development. Imagine you 
are struggling with a new policy at work that makes it more difficult to be considered for a promotion. You sit down 
with a notebook and write all thoughts that come into your mind. After fifteen minutes of this free-flow writing, you sit 
back and calmly re-read your words. You discover this policy  brings up feelings 
of powerlessness, not unlike those you had as a child. You also discover some 
great ideas on how to appropriately voice your concerns to management.

This journal entry leads to more journal writings. Formulate questions such as: 
“When I feel powerlessness, how do I act?; What can I do to connect with my 
authentic power?; Why is it difficult for me to bring my  concerns to 
management?” When we journal with the intent of personal growth, one journal 
entry leads to another, and another….  

Today, take a few minutes out of your busy  schedule and write. You may grow in 
ways you never thought possible. Live peace! Be peace now!

www.deblloydhealing.com
www.deblloydhealing.com/blog
deb@deblloydhealing.com

You may purchase a copy of Deborah’s book, Believe and It Is True, by going
to the Sibella Library on our website.  www.SibellaPublicastions.com
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POSITIVE WIDOWHOOD
Hope and Renewal
By Fleur Hols

I do not believe that time heals all wounds, but I do believe it creates new patterns and that 
these can become helpful tools to lessen the sharpness of the pain felt. 

The scar however remains, may be not  visible to others, but to you it  will always be there! It  is 
your remembrance of the hurt and the pain suffered.

When you first become a widow, you have no idea of what to expect. Your whole life may have turned around without 
as much as a warning! Leaving you in an extremely vulnerable position. 

With an increasing feeling of being unprotected. After all, the person that used to cover your back is no longer there.  
You will have to learn how to look out for yourself and to put you and your needs first.

But although we women are caring creatures, most of us aren't  that skilled in taking care of ourselves. To heal, you'll 
need to open up to the shy  little voice within you. Which is possible through complete honesty  and by honoring 
yourself. Do take the time to remember who you are! What do you want out of life? And what about your dreams? 

This is a moment of hope and renewal.  Your life is rapidly changing, so just embrace these changes instead of fighting 
them and turn them into the appropriate elements for you. The awful feeling in your stomach isn't going away by itself, 
it's a constant reminder that something is not right. And that it's up to you to fix it.

Most likely  you'll adapt just fine. Never the less this does require an enormous amount of strength and willpower. 
Sometimes making it through the day is already a huge effort, let  alone the nights. Sadness and loneliness and even 
anger have become part of you and are in desperate need of processing. 

One day you will reach the awareness that life is 
still worth living. But for now the fact that life 
goes on, is astonishing enough and even makes 
you feel guilty. 

His death has left you with an immense sense of 
emptiness, a hole that will always be part of you. 
And in a way  that's a good thing for it has earned 
its own right to be there. As it was once filled 
with the person you loved so much. 

Over time you will develop  new interests and 
learn to enjoy a completely  different life. One 
that will most likely dazzle you! But for the time 
being you'll need a deeper appreciation of your 
life purpose. A sacred journey of self worth into 
the unknown.
 
fleurhols.org
fleurhols@hotmail.com
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STEPPING THROUGH 
THE OPENED DOOR 

TO YOUR 
HIGHEST SELF

The stairway leading 
to the opened door 

of your highest 
Soul-self 

is waiting on you…
Now, simply take 

the first step
and walk through 
that damn door! 

 ---Sibyl English

THE METAPHOR 
OF THE NAUTILUS
By John W. Sloat 

OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES, a century and a half ago, 
saw the metaphorical significance of the chambered home of the 
Nautilus --- 

These fascinating seashells are spiral in shape and consist of a 
series of ever-larger chambers in each of which the sea creature 
lives for a season until it outgrows that particular space. The 
Nautilus then enlarges its shell by the addition of a new chamber 
suitable for the next stage of its life.

Holmes wrote, in a poem entitled The Chambered Nautilus, 
"Build thee more stately mansions, O my soul….Let each new 
temple, nobler than the last, Shut thee from heaven with a dome 
more vast, Till thou at length art free, Leaving thine outgrown 
shell by life's unresting sea!"

What a perfect  image for spiritual evolution! In order to begin a 
new stage in our growth, we have to think "outside the box." Yet, 
every  time we abandon an old worldview for a new and wider 
vision, we merely  find ourselves in a larger box.  And while each 
box serves its particular function for a time, we are always in 
danger of claiming that the chamber we currently occupy  is the 
ultimate one.

The spiral shape of the Nautilus shell suggests that it  can keep 
growing forever. There is no design for a "final" chamber. The 
creature must keep building new chambers as long as it lives. It 
cannot go back to the previous ones; they no longer fit. It cannot 
stay in its present space or it  will die. It has no choice but to 
move on. And on.

Perhaps one day we might be able to create for ourselves a box 
so large that it would encompass all of God. But that space 
would then include everything, even those realities which we 
now purposely exclude by limiting the size of today's chamber.

From the web site -
www.beyondreligion.com
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THE GOOD LIFE
Esteem and Self-Esteem
By Sharon Good
 
As we move up Maslow’s Hierarchy, the next rung is Esteem and Self-Esteem. Earlier, we 
looked at Love and Belonging. Those are certainly important. But beyond that, we also need to 
feel that we matter. Feeling esteemed gives us a kind of psychological safety, knowing that we’re 
held in high regard by others.

 
We all want to feel valued. It may  be for our successes and contributions, or simply for who we are. When we’re well 
thought of and admired, we have the confidence to go out into the world and seek connections and accomplishments. 
Recognition in the eyes of others brings us status and opportunities. Without that support, we’re challenged to battle for 
achievement on our own.
 
Which brings us to self-esteem. The admiration of others is invaluable, but we also need to hold ourselves in high 
regard. As we go through life, we face failure and achieve success. Our principles are tested, and hopefully, we respond 
with character. All of those add to our self-esteem. We build our inner strength and sense of self-worth, and our self-
esteem continues to grow.
 
Sometimes, Love and Belonging come with prescriptions for how your “tribe” behaves. Your tribe may be your family, 
your colleagues, your community or “gang,” or your spiritual community. Acceptance is often based on conformity to 
their expectations. When you have aspirations outside of their boundaries, they may try to hold you back. Your attempts 
to live your dreams or improve yourself in a way they don’t approve of may be seen as selfish or highfalutin.
 
At some point, you may come to a crossroads where you have to compromise your self-esteem in order to be well-
regarded by others. This has consequences. When you make choices to please other people, you sacrifice yourself. You 
take on a character that isn’t  authentic for you, or you resign yourself to doing something that makes you miserable. 
You can get by like this for awhile, but it  takes a lot of energy to continue playing that role, and eventually, it  will 
impact your physical or emotional well-being.
 
Having self-esteem means having principles and standards and living your life by them. Yes, it’s hard, and yes, you may 
lose some relationships. But the good news is, you will also begin to attract new people who hold the same values that 
you do and respect you for who you really are.
 
In my experience, when you live your life from an authentic place and feel good about yourself, you will receive 
honest, often unsolicited, recognition from others, based on your true self, rather than an image you’ve crafted.
 
So, while the admiration of others feels great, esteem begins at home. Have the courage to live your life so that  you 
admire yourself. When you do, the rest is the icing on the cake.

www.goodlifecoaching.com
sharon@goodlifecoaching.com Register to join us on our next Sibella Women’s Retreat

www.Stepinsidethemagic.com

REGISTER NOW FOR THE NORTH CAROLINA WOMEN’S SPIRITUALITY RETREAT
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MIDLIFE SPIRIT
Writing As My Friend, Confidant and Tool For Change
By Darlene Chadbourne

I am not quite sure what it is about writing that opens up opportunities for change, but 
allowing myself to write was the first step to changing my  life. There is something about 
putting pen to paper and focusing on that eye/hand coordination that enables me to tap in and 
turn on a flow, a stream of thought that is not readily  available when I am quiet, thinking, or 
speaking.

I feel that spirit  takes notice when I put pen to paper. It say something like, “This person is ready  to pay attention so 
let’s send her more information she is ready for input.”

The secret is quieting myself enough and sitting still long enough to do it. I needed to form a new habit to create the 
space for flow to happen. Some days I may get a paragraph in a half hour and others days the flow is so strong that I 
don’t want to quit because I am getting pages.

I consider writing an active meditation, much like I am tapping into a source that is beyond my own capability. Many 
times I will go back and reread something from a previous writing session and ask myself, “Did I write that?” This is a 
form of channeling or automatic writing. I busy  my mind with so many things that when I choose, and it is a choice, to 
focus just on the paper in front of me and nothing else, something magical happens. It’s like I have inserted a plug into 
an electrical outlet, turning on an appliance or a radio. I plug in and turn on my own power source.

After I created this new habit and made an appointment with myself to show up, it was like sitting down with a friend 
and saying, “Hi how are you today. What news do you have to share with me today?” This also led me to use this new 
habit as a processing tool, similar to talking with a friend and receiving feedback into a situation. Times when I am 
emotionally upset or angry, I go to this friend as a confidant and write out all my frustrations. There are times when the 
emotions looking for an outlet were so strong that they were beyond logical words. These are the times that I take the 
pen in my fist  and scratch through half  a legal pad, getting the feelings out of my body and onto something material. I 
can then burn the papers and see the emotions go up in smoke to the universe for recycling.

Is writing a tool, a friend, or a connection to my midlife spirit?

www.darlenechadbourne.com
www.facebook.com/nativepaths
midlifespirit@gmail.com
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INTUITION IN ACTION
Using Your Intuition For More Success and Happiness
By Terri Cornish
 

Your intuition–– your Wise Inner Voice, can be used for both the big and little things in 
your life. Today you’ll use it to determine the underpinnings of your whole life and discover 
which of your values are most important. The thesaurus uses these appropriate words for value: 
worth, importance, significance, usefulness, meaning, merit, appreciate, respect, esteem, 
treasure, cherish, and high regard.  Imagine what your life is going to be like when you 

accomplish bringing in more of what really matters at your heart level. When you act in alignment with Your Inner 
Guidance your values are obvious and life is always better for you. 

You may be wondering, “What is a core value?”   They  are the foundation on which you live and conduct  yourself.  
They  are what are really  important to YOU; and only you can decide and know what they are.  Examples of Core Values 
are: Honesty/Integrity, Freedom, Loyalty, Spirituality, Family, Adventure, Elegance, etc. etc. The list is endless.

We all have an entire Universe of values, but some of them are so primary, so important to you that throughout 
everything and everywhere you are, no matter what, they are STILL the core values you will stand for; they are constant.   
Your values underlie your personal AND business life, how you interact with others, and which strategies you employ in 
all of life.  Your core values are the basic elements of how you, and all of us, go about our lives.  They  are the practices 
you use (or should be using) every day in everything you do.

Notice that I said “should be using.”  When you go against your core values and don’t honor them you aren’t listening 
to Your Wise Inner Voice. And that is when life becomes a struggle, your happiness decreases, and your self-esteem takes 
a big nose dive.  The reason is that you are not honoring yourself; as 
your core values are who you are.  On the other hand, when you are 
true to your own core values life just seems to flow.  Many people say 
they  just feel so much better.    And not only are you happier you are 
more successful.  You are not forcing how you are acting or being 
someone you don’t feel inside.  Both of these cause stress and less 
success. 

So do you want more calm, peace, happiness, and success?  Your 
Wise Inner Voice always knows what you need to do.  You just need to 
stop, listen and then follow your own guidance. Then focus on 
honoring your core values.

Playwork:  Daily answer this question:  “Which of my values do I 
intend to honor with my actions today?”   Focus on the values that are 
most important to  you and you will have more of all of the definitions 
we found for VALUES -  More worth, importance, significance, 
usefulness, meaning, merit, appreciation, and respect.

www.IntuitionInAction.com
terri@IntuitionInAction.com

BE MINDFUL 
ENOUGH TO CARE

Washing your hands free 
from the matter at hand, 

doesn’t always make 
your heart clean.

 

~ Sibyl English
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WOMAN POWER
Growing & Evolving

TOGETHER 

"Heal the soul first, the mind and body 
will follow" ~ Dr. Zhi Gang Sha

Life shrinks or expands in proportion 
to one's courage.  --- Anais Nin

Security is mostly a superstition. It does not 
exist in nature, nor do the children of men 
as a whole experience it. Avoiding danger 

is no safer in the long run than outright 
exposure. Life is either a daring adventure, 

or nothing. --- Helen Keller

Spiritual progress is like detoxification.
Things have to come up in order to be 

released. Once we have asked to be healed, 
then our unhealed places are forced to 
the surface.     --- Marianne Williamson

When we speak we are afraid our 
words will not be heard or welcomed. 

But when we are silent, we are still afraid. 
So it is better to speak.  

 --- Audre Lorde

The greater part of our happiness or misery 
depends on our dispositions, and not our 
circumstances.   --- Martha Washington

Words To Empower 
A Woman’s Spirit

If we understood the power 

of our thoughts, we would 

guard them more closely.

If we understood the awesome 

power of our words, we would 

prefer silence to almost anything 

negative. In our thoughts and words 

we create our own weaknesses and 

our own strengths. Our limitations 

and joys begin in our hearts.

We can always replace 

negative with positive.

                                                    --- Bettie Eadie 



STOP EXCUSES GAIN A LIFE!  
Explode Obstacles Into Unlimited Possibilities
By Karen Gridley

Have you ever cited people, places or things as the cause of your problems, stress or unhappiness?  I know I have.  
The reality is, however, they only appear to be the culprit.  Imagine if you learned to get out of your own way.  How 
would that change your relationships, your life, and your business? 

What we see as obstacles are often gifts in disguise.  At first, that may be a tough concept to swallow.  Think about a 
challenging time you experienced in your life that in hindsight was what allowed you to grow or somehow resulted in a 
benefit.  It’s quite possible of course you would have preferred a different route for the blessing to have been revealed. 

Before providing customized workshops on my own, I contracted with a public seminar company for a period of time.  
Part of my responsibility included selling a variety of educational audio programs to compliment the learning at the event.  
I was also required to distribute and collect evaluation forms.  Whenever there was a comment expressing displeasure of 
the promotion of materials in the seminar, I would feel disheartened and take it personally.  Extending the opportunity to 
invest in additional tools was simply  part of my duties to fulfill to who hired me and it  was an added value being offered 
to the participants.

At the time, the negative comments were quite difficult to detach from, often overshadowing all the positive feedback 
submitted.  In fact, this issue can still plague me.  Two significant blessings though came from this experience.  First, it 
was a tremendous training ground to build the muscle of stop  taking things personally.  What do you take personally  that 
inhibits your potential and closes you off from possibilities?  Though there is significant growth, there is still room for 
improvement.  Second, the situation provided lots of 
practice for getting more comfortable with sales – 
which also continues to be a work in progress.  After 
all, we are ALL selling everyday  – ideas, products, 
services – and it is an essential skill-set to success.

How do you get in your own way?  What is it 
costing you – time, money, energy, freedom, stress, 
healthy relationships, productivity, serenity, joy, 
happiness, love or success?  What if you honestly 
acknowledged your part in the problem and made 
adjustments in the moment?

Two empowering tips to quickly redirect you 
whenever you veer off track:

Whenever you find yourself experiencing a negative 
(guilt, shame, anger, frustration etc) feeling for more 
than a few seconds, ask yourself the following:

1) Does that thought, word, or action serve me well?
2) What can I think, say, or do to help me in this 
moment?

Remember you must first  treat yourself valuable and 
worthwhile before the Universe or others 
will. Imagine your life when you conquer obstacles, 
value yourself and explode into unlimited 
possibilities. Go for it, you’re worth it!

KarenGridley.com
Karen@karengridley.com
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LIVING A CONSCIOUS LIFE
Rules For Being Human
By Nancy A Newman

Before we enroll in the school called “Life,” we consult with our “advisors” to learn the 
rules for being human.  We learn that we will be presented with “lessons” in this Life school.  
We determine the color hair we will have, the body type and size (what was I thinking???), the 
color eyes, our gender, location of our birth, etc. We determine our “life script” and consult 
with our Soul family for volunteers to fill certain “roles” in our upcoming life.  

Our life “script” is basically the general course of our lives.  Similar to getting directions from MapQuest, we map  out 
the “route” of our life.  Maybe we chose a “trip” from New York to Los Angeles.  Think of all the different ways to 
get from New York to Los Angeles we can choose from once we get to Life school!  Not to mention all the detours, 
accidents, closed roads, etc.  we may encounter.  Should we go four blocks and turn right?  Or two blocks turn right, 
then two blocks turn left?  The possibilities are endless, but there is no wrong way.  No matter which way we choose, 
the destination is the same.

The lessons we are presented with once we are in Life school may be completely different than those we thought we 
were signing up for!  But  in this Life school, there are no mistakes.  Often, we learn the best from our most 
challenging lessons.
 
Lessons will keep appearing in our lives in various forms and situations until learned.  The process will be like going 
up a spiral staircase.  When we have moved through one lesson on this level of the staircase, we move to the next 
lesson on this level, and so on, until we move up  to the next level.  As we move up each level of the staircase, 
experiencing lesson after lesson, we keep  coming around to the same lessons again.  Each time around the staircase 
allows us to move through each particular lesson faster because we have the experience of what we have learned on 
the lower levels.  We never get to the top of the staircase.  As long as we are alive, we are continuing to move through 
lessons.

We never get “there.”  “There” is just a future “here.” When our “there” has become “here,” we will now be able to 
see another “there.” 

What we gain from our time in Life school is up to each of us. We can choose to rewrite our life script or keep the 
original.  There is no wrong decision or wrong turn. We entered Life school with all the tools and resources needed, 
knowing all the rules for being human.  
 
www.toelady.com
Nancy@toelady.com
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THE RIGHT RELATIONSHIP STARTS WITH YOU 
Celebrate Your Uniqueness
By Cathie Barash

We all have our own special skills, talents, and abilities, which are uniquely revealed 
through our own personal style. As such, many of us are skilled photographers, artists, 
architects, and communicators, who have embraced our individuality  and honored our innate 
talents. By refusing to be like everyone else, we have added to the vast assortment of originality 
that surrounds us, and become a very valuable part of the creative whole.  

Therefore, it is very important to celebrate our uniqueness, and allow our gifts to be fully 
expressed. By doing so, we inspire others to do the same, as they witness the positive results 

our individual contributions are having on the world around them.   

Unfortunately, we often discount our strengths by comparing ourselves to others who seem to be more talented, or we 
mistakenly  believe that anyone can do what  we do because it comes so naturally to us. Sadly, many of us have been 
taught that it is conceited or boastful to bring attention to ourselves or speak of our achievements in any way. 

However, some of the most beautiful and giving people enjoy a healthy appreciation for themselves, and motivate 
others through their joyful self-expression. Therefore, it is valuable for us to gain the clarity needed to accurately 
assess our strengths, and pay attention to what makes us consistently happy. 

We can begin this process by asking ourselves the following questions:
1. What activities am I attracted to on a regular basis?
2. What category of books, newspapers, or magazines interests me the most?
3. What events, environments, or hobbies innately bring me joy?
4. What skills come easily for me?
5. What am I frequently complimented on or acknowledged for?

When we know what we want, who we are, and where we wish to go in life, we are less apt to become sidetracked, or 
be affected by the opinions or inclinations of others. We acquire a greater sense of deservedness, and feel free to 
follow our own path, by taking actions that align with our true desires.
It is not always easy to step outside of our comfort zone, or to believe that others experience similar fears as we do. We 
may think that those who have changed their lives were unafraid when 
communicating their natural abilities to those around them. However, it  was 
ultimately  their courage that allowed them to achieve their accomplishments, in 
spite of their discomfort.

We do not have to be a renowned professional in order to add value to the world 
around us. However, we do need to celebrate our individuality, and enjoy the 
skills with which we have been blessed. By  following our inner guidance, and 
focusing on that which innately brings us pleasure, we will be living congruently 
with who we at the core, while adding to the lives of others at the same time. 

www.helpwithyourlife.wordpress.com 
cathie@helpwithyourlife.com

You may purchase a copy of Cathie’s book, The Right Relationship Starts 
With You, by going to the Sibella Library on our website. 
www.SibellaPublications.com
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WHEN GOD LEADS THE WAY
Tearing Down the Past
By Rose Plesz
 
A dear friend described a situation where she was in a position to travel to her 
hometown after many years of being away and perhaps have an opportunity to see her 
childhood home.  Normally, this would seem like a great adventure but because her history 
there was anything but pleasant, she hyperventilated at the thought of seeing it again after so 
many years.  It  brought back painful memories of her childhood – something she would rather 

forget.  As she described her pain, memories of my  own childhood came flooding in.  But instead of remembering the 
sometimes funny, loving and happy memories, those that surfaced were the ones I would have rather forgotten.

Why is it so easy to vividly recall the burdens of the past and yet so difficult to heal the scars, mend the mind and 
revive the heart?   We frantically search for answers through forgiving but that doesn’t resolve the matter of forgetting.  
We busy our lives to avoid confronting it and yet it creeps back in whenever the opportunity arises.   Our failure to 
forget begins to look like shame which quickly reminds us that we can’t be restored.  All of our past  decisions and 
experiences add up  to not measuring up.   We begin to compare ourselves internally  to the lives of others externally  – 
never a fair comparison.
 
Restoration is God’s invitation to see through the situation for a revelation of His great admiration for us!  He finds us 
in our brokenness (shame) and restores us completely.  Fixing our eyes on Him and what He calls us to do here on 
earth will unveil the hidden beauty of the past.  It  allows us to unearth the treasures and bury the pain.  He will shed 
new light on the memories and bring true healing to your soul.  Let God lead you to discoveries that will define who 
you are and why the past  was a necessary  part of building your 
character so He can use you to the fullest extent.  When you 
really know who you are, you know what you’re not.  Without 
pain there truly is no gain. 
 
As for my friend and her hometown adventure, she discovered 
that her childhood home had been torn down to make way for 
a highway.   No more pain – no more fear.  Tearing down the 
past and rebuilding a new memory is your response to God’s 
calling on your life.  Allow Him to reveal who you really are – 
the hidden beauty He has created so you can discover all that 
you can be.

www.marykay.com/rplesz
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IT’S NEVER TOO LATE
It’s Never Too Late to Start Over
By Joyce Kocinski

It’s never too late to start over, no matter where you are in life. What does your future 
hold for you? Maybe you are ready to make a change due to a new job, new home, new 
significant other or are forced to make a change due to illness or unexpected job loss. How 
do you get through it and “start  over”?In my last  article on clearing clutter, I stressed that 
getting rid of unwanted items helps you move on in life. If you decide to move, due to a job 
change, divorce, or the need to downsize to a smaller home, you may  have to let  go of some 

furniture and accessories.  Julie Morgenstern’s book,  Shed Your Stuff, Change Your Life, helps give you guidelines on 
how to :

1)      Separate the treasures
2)      Heave the trash
3)      Embrace your Identity
4)      Drive Yourself forward

Think of what  items from your past you have saved and are not ready to let go. What items represents your best 
self? What can you give to family and friends you cannot keep in your new apartment or home? Whatever brings 
you positive memories and holds meaning for you- that is your treasure. Hold on to the past only  if you honor it and 
not out of obligation. Do not keep  items out of guilt or because some relative gave it you. You are moving on and 
deserve to have a comfortable and beautiful living space. Your mother’s sofa may not fit your style and over time 
your tastes change.

“Heave the trash” means letting go of some items that may have had meaning in the past, but if you don’t have the 
space, you can always take photos and make a scrapbook of those special items you inherited. Sets of china no longer 
used can be a welcome donation to a women’s shelter or sold on ebay. You aren’t the same person you were twenty 
years ago when you first bought that set of dishes.

How do you “embrace your new identity” when moving on? What skills or hobbies have you done and have put off 
over the years? “Invest time” in yourself, and pick up those activities again. I always 
liked to write during my college years and now in my middle age years, started that 
hobby again. I joined a local writers’ group, started a blog and published my first 
book! (Letters from Mom- a Daughter’s Journal of Healing) “Drive yourself 
forward” means try something new, at least one hobby or activity you have never 
done before. Try a book club or volunteer at  a local library or hospital. Maybe an 
athletic activity like bicycling or hiking could work for you. It’s never too late to 
start your new life so go for it!

www.joycekocinski.wordpress.com
www.designinbalance.com

You may purchase a copy of Joyce’s book, Letters From Mom, by going
to the Sibella Library on our website.  www.SibellaPublications.com
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MINDFUL BEGINNINGS
What is “Love Soup”?
By Lisa Pedersen

Someone has a baby.   Another person breaks her leg, finding herself confined to her home 
for months.  The neighbor down the street is on the couch with the flu.  What this means to me 
is a call to action for "love soup."

What is love soup?

Did anyone ever see the movie "Like Water for Chocolate?" where any creation made turns into a magical feast of 
yummy?  That's the idea I have in mind each time I make my love soup.  I know that it  works, because people ask for 
the recipe and I'm not sure how to answer, because the ingredients change from time to time. The only constancy that 
rings true is the idea that when I think of the person I'm offering the soup to, I stir all of the ingredients, and send love 
to him/her.  It also might help that I use Maidya Mishra's ayurvedic herbs, such as Moringa Leaf Soup Mix, Soma Salt 
and SVA Mum's Super Spice.  All of those products are imbedded with herbs that heal the body and soul.  Even my 
kids "drink" this soup up, and they're not always fond of my "healthy" meals.

What should you do the next time you feel called to make a creation for someone you love?  Take out your crock pot 
(or go buy one).  Throw in Bob's Red Mill Soup Mix, or dried black, pinto or kidney beans (or all of the above).  Add 
in butternut squash, garlic, onion, carrots and any other vegetable that you have waiting to be part of this loving 
creation.  Add in the herbs and wait.  Each time I make the love soup, it turns out differently.  Isn't that what life is 
about anyway?  We have a plan going in, and sometimes the plan works.  Other times, the plan works far better than 
our wildest dreams could ever imagine.

I hope that the soup will help  the new mom find the time to snuggle her little even more.  I hope that my friend with 
the broken leg gets to relax and find peace instead of worrying what to serve her family  for dinner.  I hope my 
neighbor down the street heals soon enough to join us outside for our sun-filled days.  I hope you'll spread the idea of 
cooking with love and share it with your world.

www.mindfulbeginnings.com
lisa@mindfulbeginnings.com People who don’t know how 

to use their minds can’t really 
know how to use their hearts 
either.”  

   ~ Veronica Tugaleva 

    

             thelovemindset.com
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THINK LOVE, THEN SPEAK
Getting Back To Right
By Lania Desmond
 
I invite you to do some spring cleaning in your life. 
If you don’t know where to begin, here are some questions to get you started.
·      Do you yearn to feel accepted? 
·      Do you explore, study, and seek out happiness?
·      Do you want to continue to deal with your endless challenges?
·      Are you always trying to fix, heal, forgive, or change your life hoping to be content?
·      Would you love to live your life with no emotional baggage?
 
A Passion for Wholeness 
If you understand you create your reality, then why aren’t you able to create your life the way  you choose? Well, you 
need to understand and integrate some deep truths first. 
 
When you are conceived, your senses such as sight, sound, touch, taste, smell, and knowing become contaminated, 
causing major distortions in your perceptions of reality. Therefore, whatever circumstances were present when you came 
into form have a vast influence on how you see and create your reality.
 
How does this happen? You may not realize it, but your senses are “calibrated” in utero. They contain imprints of the 
experiences of your parents — particularly those of your mother — because you’re part of your mother for nine months.
 
Can you appreciate now why you have such difficulty making positive changes? Why you seem to attract the same kind 
of man? Why you seem to play out  the same dramas over and over? From inception, we’re programmed with what I call 
‘failure codes’ that keep us living in struggle and hardship instead of magic and miracles.
 
What do you think your life would look like if you were free of that parental influence?
·      What if your body could release the aches and pains you have always known?
·      What if you could feel really excited about life?
·      How would you be if struggle had very little influence on you?
·      What if negative thoughts and feelings about yourself were not as important to you 
       as living from a healthy, new perspective?
 
What if you were given full permission to make-up, pretend, and imagine growing up, from the first moment you can 
remember, in an environment where all your needs were met? Where you were wanted and welcomed?
 
Would you like to begin to imagine this new environment now? Notice the areas where it flows. Identify where you 
validate your old beliefs and attitudes. Let yourself go back and forth between what you knew and what you are 
imagining. Become aware of how your 
body feels. Move through any 
discomfort. This is what holds you 
back, keeps you stuck. Smile.
 
Sooner or later this little exercise will 
get easy. You’ll cultivate a taste for the 
environment where all is “right” with 
the world. I invite you to try  it and let 
me know how it works for you.

www.LaniaDesmond.com
info@LaniaDesmond.com
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SPICE YOUR INNER SPIRIT
Polarity Awareness
By Jenna Marie Spicer

Facing our fears and those “shadow” aspects of ourselves can be one of the hardest 
things to do, but it is necessary for the growth of our Spirit, our True Self. It is when we 
shine our light over our shadows that they dissolve and disappear. We are not made up of 
“good” or “bad”, or even “light” or dark” for that matter. We are just energy, and all energy 
has the same value. “Good,” “bad,” “light,” “dark,” “love” and “fear” are just energies 

vibrating at  different  frequencies that  create the expressions of life, which we then interpret.  Just like the Yin-Yang, 
energies are there complementing each other and within each other, creating the “Circle of Life.” Without darkness, 
death or fear, there would not be light, life, or love. 

One of the Universal Laws is the law of Polarity; as above, so below, as within, so without. Our internal and external 
worlds are connected. What you think, feel and believe on the inside is what you experience in your “outer reality.” By 
looking within ourselves, looking at our fears, negative beliefs, and “shadow” aspects, we can begin to see how we are 
attracting negative and unwanted experiences into our life. This inner perception brings greater outer awareness about 
our past experiences and current situations. From this awareness we can begin to take back control of our thoughts, 
feelings, beliefs, and experiences. We become the driver of our life’s vehicle instead of a passenger along for the ride. 

This “Polarity Awareness” is a great tool for discovering who you really  are and what you really  want. It fosters self-
acceptance and responsibility. By acknowledging and accepting those aspects of ourselves we don’t like or fear, we 
release their control over our mental and emotional body, allowing the Wise Mind/ Higher Self/ Spirit to begin the 
healing process. Our Mind-Body-Spirit has an innate intelligence, knowing what it needs to heal, and these “negative” 
aspects of ourselves and our experiences are just signals and reflections of our Spirit  letting us know there is some 
healing to do! Just like when you fell of your bike as a child and scrapped your knee, that physical pain was a signal 
and that experience was a reflection of needed healing and nurturing. We we realize that all of life’s emotions, pains, 
and “negative” experiences are just information, we can accept them for what they are, forgive ourselves and each 
other, and allow ourselves to love and grow even more in each moment. 

www.spiceyourinnerspirit@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/spiceyourinnerspirit 
about.me/spiceyourinnerspirit

REGISTER NOW FOR THE NORTH CAROLINA WOMEN’S SPIRITUALITY RETREAT

Register to join us on our next Sibella Women’s Retreat
www.Stepinsidethemagic.com
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SASSY WOMAN'S GUIDE TO APPRECIATING MEN!
Forgiveness Puts Freedom In Your Heart
By Gladys Marie Clancy

Unless you judge, you can’t weep… you won’t suffer pain or feel abandoned or unneeded in 
the world.  So be willing to forgive so you can be free.  But after all you’ve been through, 
how do you find it in you to forgive?  These 3 ideas might make your mind more open.  

First, understand that forgiveness does not mean excusing someone’s bad behavior.  There 
may be no excuse for the contempt-filled conduct.  Forgiveness does mean releasing yourself 
from the power which this unjust behavior still has over you!  

Second, recognize that true forgiveness is the realization that there is nothing to forgive. Something happens and you 
give it meaning!  What you need to forgive is the meaning you gave to the situation.  

As long as you see the person you want to forgive as guilty, then you are still a victim, and you are not yet free.  
Forgiveness removes his guilt, and thus heals your perception of being a victim. He’s not guilty… therefore you are not 
a victim. Then you are truly free!  

Third, grasp that you don’t need to know how you will find it in you to forgive.  All you need is a little willingness to 
see yourself as something other than a victim… to see yourself thriving again, instead of just surviving!  

And if you need more motivation, understand that forgiveness can delete and replace unconscious limiting beliefs 
which often cause you to see trouble where it is not, or to not see trouble where it is brewing.  Beliefs which can cause 
you to repeat old patterns, so the same type of guy  keeps showing up in a different body, and you keep  reliving the 
same pain no matter who you are with.

So how do you forgive?  Marianne Williamson tells the story of a 
love affair gone wrong, and the bitterness she was left with. 
Through clutched teeth and with just a little willingness to see 
things differently, she repeated these words for weeks… “I forgive 
you Mike, and I release you to the Holy Spirit.”  

This worked like a healing balm on Marianne’s emotional turmoil.  
It deterred temptation to focus on Mike’s behavior, and kept her 
focused on her own feelings instead.  A few weeks later, Mike 
called.  She didn’t want him back, but to her surprise the resentment 
was gone.

Here’s another means, “I forgive you__________________ for 
what you did to me consciously and unconsciously. I accept your 
forgiveness of me for what I did to you consciously and 
unconsciously.  Go in peace, as I go in peace.”

Then there’s the ultimate expression of forgiveness.  “I offer you 
peace and happiness.”  When you can sincerely, silently say this, 
then you are truly free… then you truly have freedom in your heart!

www.sassywomansguide.com  
gclancy077@gmail.com  

“People have to forgive. 
We don't have to like them, 
we don't have to be friends 
with them, we don't have to 

send them hearts in text 
messages, but we have to 
forgive them, to overlook, 

to forget. Because if we 
don't we are tying rocks to 
our feet, too much for our 

wings to carry!” 
― C. JoyBell C.

http://www.sassywomansguide.com
http://www.sassywomansguide.com
mailto:gclancy077@gmail.com
mailto:gclancy077@gmail.com
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/4114218.C_JoyBell_C_
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SPICE YOUR INNER SPIRIT
Polarity Awareness
By Jenna Marie Spicer

Facing our fears and those “shadow” aspects of 
ourselves can be one of the hardest things to do, but  it 
is necessary  for the growth of our Spirit, our True Self. It 
is when we shine our light over our shadows that they 
dissolve and disappear. We are not made up of “good” or 

“bad”, or even “light” or dark” for that matter. We are just energy, and all energy 
has the same value. “Good,” “bad,” “light,” “dark,” “love” and “fear” are just 
energies vibrating at different frequencies that create the expressions of life, which 
we then interpret.  Just like the Yin-Yang, energies are there complementing each 
other and within each other, creating the “Circle of Life.” Without darkness, death 
or fear, there would not be light, life, or love. 

One of the Universal Laws is the law of Polarity; as above, so below, as within, so 
without. Our internal and external worlds are connected. What you think, feel and 
believe on the inside is what you experience in your “outer reality.” By looking 
within ourselves, looking at our fears, negative beliefs, and “shadow” aspects, we 
can begin to see how we are attracting negative and unwanted experiences into our 
life. This inner perception brings greater outer awareness about our past 
experiences and current situations. From this awareness we can begin to take back 
control of our thoughts, feelings, beliefs, and experiences. We become the driver 
of our life’s vehicle instead of a passenger along for the ride. 

This “Polarity  Awareness” is a great  tool for discovering who you really are and 
what you really  want. It fosters self-acceptance and responsibility. By 
acknowledging and accepting those aspects of ourselves we don’t like or fear, we 
release their control over our mental and emotional body, allowing the Wise Mind/ 
Higher Self/ Spirit to begin the healing process. Our Mind-Body-Spirit has an 
innate intelligence, knowing what it  needs to heal, and these “negative” aspects of 
ourselves and our experiences are just signals and reflections of our Spirit  letting 
us know there is some healing to do! Just like when you fell of your bike as a child 
and scrapped your knee, that physical pain was a signal and that experience was a 
reflection of needed healing and nurturing. We we realize that all of life’s 
emotions, pains, and “negative” experiences are just information, we can accept 
them for what they are, forgive ourselves and each other, and allow ourselves to 
love and grow even more in each moment. 

www.spiceyourinnerspirit@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/spiceyourinnerspirit 
about.me/spiceyourinnerspirit

CHECK IT OUT!

For poets and lovers 
of poetry we have 
a sister magazine 

created just for you!
SIBELLA POETRY 

MAGAZINE

This inspiring 
periodical features the 
written works of some 
20 women poets from 

around the globe. 

Would YOU like to 
write poetry that 

women around the 
world can read 

and enjoy?

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
SibellaPublications.com
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INFORMATION FOR INQUIRING MINDS––

Sibyl Magazine                                         Established in 2006 (Our Flagship Publication)
Sibella Poetry Magazine                          Established in 2011
Sibella Retreats for Women                  Established in 2012
Sibella Library                                     Established in 2013    

FOUNDER & EDITOR-IN-CHIEF	
 	
 Sibyl English
PRODUCTION & WEB MANAGER	
 Jon Mitchell
EDITORIAL & DESIGN STAFF	
 	
 Sibella Circle Staff 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF	
 	
 	
 Sibella Circle Staff 
ANNUAL RETREAT STAFF	
 	
 Sibella Circle Staff 

8 YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL ONLINE PUBLISHING –––
SIBYL Magazine: For the Spirit & Soul Of Woman and Sibella Poetry Magazine are both published by Sibella Publications, formerly Woman 
Speaks Publications. Our magazines are presently serving 24,000+ in readership–– mainly women between the ages of 40 - 65+ in the US and 
around the globe. More than article writers, more than poets, we found the majority of the women we were working with were also authors. 
GREAT AUTHORS–– ordinary women with extraordinary original self-published books. Hence, our vision expanded with the establishment of 
the Sibella Library–– an online book hub featuring original literary works of mainly self-published or small press women authors.  

Our goal via all four entities (above) is to continue creating pathways, circles and forums of Truth and Light–– where authentic and wise 
dialog, mature interaction and open exchange can be expressed between women of all ages, cultures and walks of life.  We invite you to 
browse through the various twists and turns of our website, allowing yourself time to discover the wide range of positive connections and 
lucrative business opportunities in which to expand and grow your personal business, service or product.  WE ARE HERE FOR YOU!

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES FOR ARTICLE WRITERS & POETS ( From the Editorial Staff.  Read Carefully ) –– 
Are you an article writer?  Do you enjoy writing poetry?  GO ONLINE FOR MORE DETAILS ABOUT SUBMISSION GUIDELINES 
If so, we encourage you to submit one (1) of your original literary pieces during our 4 month acceptance season, 
giving our editorial staff the oppor tunity to take a look at your writing for possible publishing inside one of our magazines. 

Our editors receive, accept and review submitted works (ar ticles and/or poems) only during the months of :
April, May, June and July.   Only during these 4 months should you submit ONE piece of your original written works.  
Yes, you may submit one (1) ar ticle for Sibyl Magazine, and one (1) poem for Sibella Poetry Magazine.
Selected article writers and poets for next year’s writing season will be contacted by our editorial staff no later than, 
August 15, 2014.  The following 3 to 4 steps need to be taken by all writers and/or poets who are submitting literary works. 

•   Subscribe first, allowing yourself to get familiar with the type of content we desire from our ar ticle writers and poets.
    * You must be a subscriber in order for your incoming submission to be considered for publishing.
•  If you decide to submit an article, the maximum word count is 475 words.  We seek empowering, insightful and awakening topics.
•  If you decide to submit a poem, the average word count ranges between 100 - 250 words.
•  Send to:  Article@SibellaPublications.com   OR   Poem@SibellaPublications.com

DISCLAIMER –– 
By providing our readers with a multiplicity of notes and melodies from which to choose, they are free to create and establish their own 
spiritual rhythm in which to dance! Opinions, endorsements and advertisements expressed within either of our magazines, inside the Sibella 
Library or on any of our websites are not necessarily shared by the Sibella Circle staff.  Any website or entity referenced or extended to 
our readers is simply information adding to each subscriber’s food for thought. Our focused intention is to shine love, light and joy on the 
vast array of spiritual beliefs, personal insights, concepts and feminine experiences from women all around the globe –– hoping that each 
expressed thought will positively add a level of healing energy to the steps of every woman’s personal life-path.    
Email Address: Contact@SibellaPublications.com

REGISTER NOW FOR THE NORTH CAROLINA WOMEN’S SPIRITUALITY RETREAT
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